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Shear logs are required to calculate reservoir characterization or geomechanics parame-
ters. Shear logs are also used for various seismic analysis applications, such as Amplitude
Versus Offset (AVO) inversion and multicomponent seismic interpretation. Furthermore,
shear logs or their inverse shear velocity logs are an essential component for rock physics
analysis in order to constrain seismic inversion results for potential reservoir pay intervals,
in reservoir characterization practices.
Often, shear logs are missing to reduce well logging costs, or the data are of poor quality
due to poor borehole conditions, or cycle-skipping. This thesis discusses artificial neural
networks (ANNs) for shear log predictions using data from the Volve field, in the Norwegian
North Sea. In this thesis I use deep neural networks or feedforward neural networks, and I
propose convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks, to predict shear logs
from gamma ray, bulk density, neutron porosity, true formation resistivity, compressional
sonic and depth logs.
Multiple efforts have been made to predict shear logs using machine learning methods.
These studies mostly used one well each for training data and for blind testing. To the
best of my knowledge, a comprehensive study that includes well logs, including shear data,
from multiple wells in a single field to synthesize shear logs using machine learning methods
is lacking. In this thesis I explore the robustness of deep learning methods for shear log
(DTS) prediction, using a quantitative measure of accuracy scoring for prediction, such as
the coefficient of determination R2, and the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), using six
wells that contained DTS data.
I use deep learning methods to synthesize shear logs using all wells with shear log data
in the Volve field, Norwegian North Sea. This thesis will provide geoscientists with a tested
deep learning approach to synthesize shear logs on a full field scale data set, and to assist
iii
in shear prediction for reservoir characterization applications such as AVO inversion, or
geomechanical parameters calculation such as shear modulus.
iv
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During the past decade, there has been a surge in applications for machine learning
(ML), artificial intelligence (AI), and big data analytics. Advances in computational power
has enabled various industries to use ML and AI, in order to automate mundane human
tasks, which can be mundane or subjective or both, and exploit the maximum potential of
data. Data driven solutions have sought to create autonomous driving vehicles as 1 example
of ML and AI applications (Berger, 2014; Xu et al., 2019).
The geosciences discipline uses a large amount of data at various scales, and their in-
terpretation can have user bias. Leveraging artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML) techniques offers the opportunity to maximize the potential of these data sets and to
produce data driven solutions. Figure 1.1 shows that ML, a subdiscipline of AI, has over-
taken AI and became the field with the most useful applications rather than the general AI
domain. This is a result of deep learning methods such as neural networks becoming more
utilized to solve petroleum engineering and geoscience problems (Xu et al., 2019).
Consequently, ML and AI petrophysical applications have also started to surge in the past
decade. Petrophysical data driven analytics (PDDA) emerged as a cross disciplinary area of
study by the Society of Petrophysicists and Well Log Analysts (SPWLA) in 2018 (Xu et al.,
2019). Among petrophysical data, shear slowness logs or shear sonic logs, hereinafter referred
to as shear logs (DTS) are used to calculate various mechanical properties or geomechanical
parameters such as bulk modulus, shear modulus, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio
(Greenberg and Castagna, 1992; Dvorkin et al., 1999; Zoback, 2010; He et al., 2018).
DTS logs are also used for various reservoir characterization or seismic analysis applica-
tions, such as Amplitude Versus Offset (AVO) inversion and multicomponent seismic inter-
pretation. The seismic inversion results can be used to estimate mechanical properties or
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Figure 1.1: The number of publications on the topics of Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) in the SPE OnePetro digital library. After the year 2010 the number of
publictions on ML and AI surge almost exponentially. ML publications increase at a much
faster pace than the general AI domain publications. This due to ML applications gaining
popularity for petroleum engineering and geosciences data driven solutions (Xu et al., 2019).
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elastic moduli (Rutherford and Williams, 1989; Greenberg and Castagna, 1992; Buland and
Omre, 2003; Alemie and Sacchi, 2011; He et al., 2018).
Furthermore, shear logs or their inverse shear velocity logs are an essential component
for rock physics analysis in order to constrain seismic inversion results for potential reservoir
pay intervals. For example, cutoff values derived from acoustic impedance and velocity ratio
cross plots color-coded by volume of shale, are used to interpret seismic inversions derived
acoustic impedance and velocity ratio volumes (Mukerji et al., 2001).
Unfortunately, shear logs are often either missing due to cost reduction in oil and gas
drilling operations, or unreliable due to cycle-skipping and poor borehole conditions. Ma-
chine learning models, for example, artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) can be powerful tools
to synthesize DTS logs. This thesis proposes data driven, deep learning models to synthesize
DTS logs in the Volve field, Norwegian North Sea.
I submitted the following conference proceedings related to this thesis. A manuscript
will be prepared for submission in the geophysics journal. The listings of the conference
proceeding and the planned manuscript are shown below.
Conference paper proceedings:
Al Ghaithi, A., and Prasad, M. Machine learning with Artificial Neural Networks for
shear log predictions in the Volve field Norwegian North Sea: SEG Houston 2020.
The following paper will be prepared for a peer-reviewed journal:
Al Ghaithi, A., and Prasad, M., Deep neural networks for shear log predictions in in the
Volve field Norwegian North Sea. Target journal: Geophysics.
1.1 Literature Review
Greenberg and Castagna (1992) used empirical equations to predict DTS from lithology,
porosity, water saturation, and compressional sonic logs using laboratory and well log data.
DTS was predicted for 336 laboratory velocity measurement samples with a correlation
coefficient of 96% (Greenberg and Castagna, 1992). Moreover DTS was predicted for 500
sample points from a 0.3 km well log section, from a Gulf of Mexico well with a correlation
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coefficient of 90% (Greenberg and Castagna, 1992).
Multiple efforts have been made to predict shear logs using machine learning meth-
ods. Most commonly, compressional sonic (DTC), gamma ray (GR), bulk density (RHOB),
neutron porosity (NPHI), true formation resistivity (RT) have been used to predict shear
logs using an artificial Neural Network (ANN) (for example, (Rezaee et al., 2007; Asoodeh
and Bagheripour, 2012; He et al., 2018)), and support vector regression (SVR) (for exam-
ple, (Maleki et al., 2014; Anemangely et al., 2019; Bukar et al., 2019; Gupta et al., 2019;
Bagheripour et al., 2015)), and a back propagation neural network (Maleki et al., 2014; Singh
and Kanli, 2016).
Moreover other ML methods were used to predict shear logs such as: ordinary least
squares (OLS) (for example, (He et al., 2018; Bukar et al., 2019)), least absolute shrinkage
and selection operator (LASSO) regression (for example, (Bukar et al., 2019; Gupta et al.,
2019)).
These studies have yielded a coefficient of determination R2 between 0.76 and 0.97, and
a root mean square error (RMSE) between 0.07 and 217.75. These studies mostly used
one well each for training data and for blind testing. Training the ML models on one well
and testing the ML models on one blind well test does not evaluate the ability of the ML
model to generalize to data it has not seen on a field scale. To the best of my knowledge, a
comprehensive study that includes well logs, including shear data, from multiple wells in a
single field to synthesize shear logs using ML methods is lacking. I explore the robustness
of DTS log prediction using a quantitative measure of accuracy scoring for prediction, such
as R2, RMSE, NRMSE, or correlation coefficient using six wells that contained DTS data.
I perform a round-robin test of selecting each well as a blind well, to evaluate the ability
of the ANN models to generalize. Moreover, I propose convolutional neural networks and
recurrent neural networks, to predict shear logs.
I use deep learning methods to synthesize shear logs using all wells with shear log data
in the Volve field, Norwegian North Sea. This study provides a tested ML approach to
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synthesize shear logs on a full field scale data set, and to assist in shear prediction for
reservoir characterization applications such as AVO inversion, or geomechanical parameters
calculation such as shear modulus.
1.2 Research Objective
The objective of this thesis is to construct data driven or deep learning models to syn-
thesize shear sonic logs using a real data set from the Volve field, in the Norwegian North
Sea. Previous studies have used ANN methods to synthesize shear logs on a smaller scale
data set (1 well for training and 1 well for testing). In this thesis I use ANN methods to
predict shear logs for a full field scale, using all wells with available shear logs.
I demonstrate the robustness of my feedforward neural network models by performing
a round-robin test of selection each well as a blind well. Moreover, I propose convolution
neural networks and recurrent networks to predict shear logs. I also compare the deep




The data set used for the machine learning models is an open source data set, made
available by Equinor in June 2018 (Equinor, 2018). The data set is located in the Volve
field, in the Norwegian North Sea as seen in Figure 2.1. Of the 24 wells released by Equinor,
only 6 wells contained shear logs, and thus only these six wells were used for machine
learning methods to predict shear data. These six wells contained well log data from gamma
ray (GR), bulk density (RHOB), neutron porosity (NPHI), true formation resistivity (RT),
compressional sonic (DTC) and, shear (DTS) logs.
Figure 2.1: The data used for developing the machine learning models is an open source data
set released by Equinor in 2018. The data set is located 200 kilometers west of Norway’s
land borders in the Norwegian North Sea (Equinor, 2018). c© 2018 Equinor. All the Volve
field data are subject to a Creative Commons License (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0).
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2.1 Volve field Study Area
The Volve field is located offshore, 200 kilometers west of the Norwegian land borders.
The Volve field produced oil from middle Jurassic sandstones of the Hugin formation. The
development of the Volve field started in 2008, and the field was decommissioned in 2016.
The filed produced a total of 63 million barrels of oil (Equinor, 2018).
Figure 2.2 shows a generalized stratigraphic column for the Volve filed area of interest.
The primary objective of the field was to test hydrocarbon potential in the Paleocene Heimdal
clastic formation. The secondary objective was to test the hydrocarbon potential of Jurassic
sandstone reservoirs of the Hugin formation (Equinor, 2018).
The Volve field is a small dome-shaped anticline structure. The Hugin formation was
interpreted to be deposited in a high energy marine environment or a mouth bar setting
(Equinor, 2018). The entire stratigraphic sections present in the well log data were used
for the shear log prediction models. The stratigraphic sections consist of the Paleocene
Heimdal formation which is a sandstone and a muddy sandstone, the Cretaceous Ekofisk
formation, which is a marl and limestone, the Jurassic Draupine and Heather formations
which are claystones, and finally the Jurassic Hugin formation which is a sandstone and
muddy sandstone (Foster and Beaumont, 1990).
I used a total of 50,885 observation data points for the deep learning methods, covering
more than 6,550 meters of depth. See Table 2.1 for a list of the wells and the data used.
Table 2.1 also marks the five training wells, 15/9-F-14, 15/9-F-11 A, 15/9-F-11 T2, 15/9-
F-4, 15/9-F-1 B, and the blind test well, 15/9-F-1 A. Five wells were used for training and
one well was reserved for a blind test for the data driven models. Figure 2.3 shows gamma
ray (GR), bulk density (RHOB), neutron porosity (NPHI), true formation resistivity (RT),
compressional sonic (DTC) and shear (DTS) logs from well 15/9-F-14 from the training set.
The remaining training wells are shown in the Appendix. Figure 2.4 shows the same set of
well logs for the blind test well 15/9-F-1 A. A round-robin test of selecting every well as a
blind well was also performed.
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Figure 2.2: A generalized stratigraphic column for the Volve field. The stratigraphic sections
present in the well log data are the: Paleocene Heimdal formation which is a sandstone and
a muddy sandstone, the Cretaceous Ekofisk formation, which is a marl and limestone, the
Jurassic Draupine and Heather formations which are claystones, and finally the Jurassic
Hugin formation which is a sandstone and muddy sandstone (Foster and Beaumont, 1990).
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Figure 2.3: well 15/9-F-14 from the training wells data set, used for training the machine
learning model. The well logs seen are from left to right: gamma ray, bulk density, neutron
porosity, true formation resistivity, compressional sonic and shear logs.
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Figure 2.4: Well 15/9-F-1 A is the well used for performing a blind test for the machine
learning models. The blind well contains the same set of well logs in the training data wells.
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Table 2.1: Shows the well log data set used for the machine learning models.
Data Well GR RHOB NPHI RT DT DTS
Training 15/9-F-14 X X X X X X
Training 15/9-F-11 A X X X X X X
Training 15/9-F-11 T2 X X X X X X
Training 15/9-F-4 X X X X X X
Training 15/9-F-1 B X X X X X X
Blind Well 15/9-F-1 A X X X X X X
2.2 Data Preprocessing
Missing and Outlier Data removal: Before starting machine learning on the well log
data set, or any other data for that matter, the data need to be preprocessed to make the
data suitable for machine learning methods. Such preprocessing steps include the removal
of missing data points and outliers. The well log data was smoothed with a median filter
so that the machine learning models capture the general trend for predicting shear logs
and avoid too much overfitting on high frequency well log content. Also, a logarithmic
transformation of the resistivity well log was performed, to limit the neural networks from
being too sensitive to large resistivity variations. Figure 2.5 shows histograms of the well
log data before outlier removal, and Figure 2.6 shows histograms of the well log data after
outlier removal. Figure 2.4 shows the well 15/9-F-1 A before smoothing, and Figure 2.7
shows the well 15/9-F-1 A after smoothing. The data was also normalized to transform all






x́i is the normalized value of the log response. xi is the original log response. Figure 2.3
shows logs from a representative well from the training set after data cleaning.
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Data Segmentation: The next step is to segment the data into training data and blind
well test data. The training data are further separated into training data and validation data.
I trained the machine learning methods on five of the six available wells in the data set, using
80% of the five wells for training data and 20% for validation data. In this case, I used the
sixth well as a blind well test to further test the ML model capability for a complete blind
well test. I also demonstrate the robustness of the FNN model by conducting a round-robin
test of selecting each well as a blind test data.
Moreover, the 6 wells were randomly split into 80% training and 20% testing data. Then
the training data is once more split into 80% training and 20% validation data. The model is
trained on the 80% training data, and the hyperparameters are tuned on the 20% validation
data. The hyperparameters: are the variables or parameters that are optimized to yield the
best results for the ANNs. These are explained in detail in the methodology section. Next,
the model is deployed on the 20% testing data. Evaluating the model over many validation
and test data sets, and by using a round-robin test, allows the ML models to generalize as
much as possible, and assesses the robustness of the ML models.
2.3 Feature Selection
A feature selection process was applied by determining the statistical significance of the
relationship between each input or feature log and the log to be predicted, the DTS log. A
null hypothesis test was performed for the relationship between each input well log and the
shear log (He et al., 2018). The null hypothesis dictates that the input well logs have no
effect on estimating the shear log.
The Null hypothesis is:
H0 : βj = 0 (2.2)
Where βj are the parameters associated with the input feature logs. I used the p-value
between each input log and the output shear log to assess the null hypothesis, where a high p-
value describes the probability that the null hypothesis holds for each input log (Wooldridge,
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2016; He et al., 2018). Table 2.2 shows a summary of the p-values for each input log. Note
that the p-values all lie near zero indicating that the null hypothesis does not hold, and there
exists a statistically significant relationship between each input log and the shear log.
Figure 2.5: Histograms showing the well log data values before outlier removal. The well
logs seen are: compressional sonic (DTC) and shear logs (DTS), gamma ray (GR), neutron
porosity (NPHI), bulk density (RHOB), true formation resistivity (RT).
Table 2.3 shows a correlation coefficient matrix between the input well logs and the shear
log. Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 show cross plots of the input feature logs and the shear log,
and a description of the trends between the input feature logs and the shear log. GR logs:
The gamma ray log measures the total gamma radiation emitting from geologic formations.
The gamma ray log is crucial for petrophysical interpretations. It is usually part of every
well logging tool combination. The gamma ray log is used for lithology classification.
The gamma ray units are determined in API units and the gamma ray log scale ranges
from 0 to 200 API. Shales, organic rich shales and claystones have high radioactivity and
will show high gamma ray values. Clean sandstones, limestones, and dolomites will have low
gamma ray values (Asquith et al., 2004). The gamma ray log is also used to calculate the
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Figure 2.6: Histograms showing the well log data values after outlier and missing value
removal. The well logs seen are: compressional sonic (DTC) and shear logs (DTS), gamma
ray (GR), neutron porosity (NPHI), bulk density (RHOB), true formation resistivity (RT).
The values correspond to the type of lithologies present. High GR, high sonic, and low
RHOB values represent the claystone present in the well log data. Low GR, low sonic, and
high RHOB values represent the limestone, marl, and shaly sandstone present in the well
log data.
Table 2.2: shows the p-values for the relationship between each input log and the shear log.
A low p-value indicates that the null hypothesis is rejected and there exists a statistically









Figure 2.7: Well 15/9-F-1 A after smoothing compared to the original well log data in
Figure 2.4. The well logs after smoothing aid the machine learning models to capture the
general trend of the wells. The well logs seen are from left to right: gamma ray (GR), bulk
density (RHOB), neutron porosity (NPHI), true formation resistivity (RT), compressional
sonic (DTC) and shear logs (DTS).
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shale volume of rocks Vsh. The shale volume of rocks is important for classifying reservoir
and non-reservoir rocks (Asquith et al., 2004).
NPHI logs: The neutron porosity is used to detect porosity. The neutron log measures
the amount of hydrogen in a logged formation. The hydrogen is due to fluids occupying
pore space within geologic formations. Thus, the neutron log will represent the amount of
fluid filled porosity. The density log measures the bulk density of formations. It is used
to calculate total porosity of formations (Asquith et al., 2004). The neutron-density log
combination is best applicable in clean formations, since the response to gas bearing zones
of the neutron and density logs is in opposite direction. Thus, a neutron density cross over
can be used as a gas indicator (Gaymard et al., 1968).
Sonic logs:The sonic or acoustic log provides acoustic velocity measurements along the
wellbore. The interval travel times, and their corresponding depth intervals are recorded, and
thus a velocity depth profile is constructed. The sonic logs can be used to convert subsurface
seismic sections recorded in two-way travel times, to seismic sections as a function of depth.
Sonic logs can be used for porosity estimation, gas detection, and for calculating mechan-
ical properties of rocks. There are 2 types of sonic logs: A compressional sonic log (DT),
and a shear sonic log (DTS). DT logs: The compressional sonic log records the arrival time
of the compressional wave or P-wave. This compressional wave propagates through solids
and fluids. These P-waves are waves of compression and expansion, where small particles
within formations vibrate in the same direction where the wave is traveling. The speed of P
waves is related to formation mechanical properties (Asquith et al., 2004).
DTS logs: The shear sonic log records arrival times of the shear waves or S-waves. The
particle motion is perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. The shear waves prop-
agate in solids but not in fluids. The speed of S waves is related to formation mechanical
properties. In hydrocarbon bearing formations, fluids in pore spaces cause large increases
in compressional logs and slight decreases in shear logs. This leads to a large decrease in
the velocity ratio Vp/Vs in hydrocarbon saturated reservoirs compared to brine saturation
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reservoirs. In water saturated clastic formations, shear velocity is linearly related to com-
pressional velocity (Williams et al., 1990).
RT logs: Resistivity logs are crucial for fluid detection. Resistivity logs are used by
petrophysicists to calculate water saturation for reservoirs. The logarithmic transformation
of resistivity logs showed a negative correlation coefficient with the shear log. In porous, fluid
saturated zones, the type of fluid affects the shear log prediction result for the empirical
Greenberg and Castagna (1992) shear log prediction method. The resistivity log would
give information on fluid presence either hydrocarbon or brine, and this will determine the
relationship between the shear log and the compressional log. If the zone is brine saturated,
then the shear log is linearly related to the compression log (Greenberg and Castagna, 1992).
If the zone is hydrocarbon saturated, there will be a large increase in compressional logs and
a slight decrease in shear logs (Williams et al., 1990; Asquith et al., 2004).
Depth log: The depth log is negatively correlated with the shear log. The depth log
will provide the ANN algorithm with information about depth of each formation. As depth
increases shear velocity increases or the shear slowness decreases. The depth log is used to
differentiate from compaction trends and unconformities.
Table 2.3: A correlation coefficient matrix between all of the well logs. The correlation
coefficient is defined in equation 3.6. From left to right: depth, compressional sonic (DTC)
and shear logs (DTS), gamma ray (GR), neutron porosity (NPHI), bulk density (RHOB),
log of true formation resistivity (log(RT)). DTS has a high correlation coefficient with DT
and NPHI. DTS is also significantly correlated with GR, RHOB, log(RT) and depth.
Index Depth DT DTS GR NPHI RHOB log(RT)
Depth 1.0 0.02 -0.12 0.32 0.07 0.12 0.08
DT 0.02 1.0 0.92 0.63 0.91 -0.78 -0.28
DTS -0.12 0.92 1.0 0.60 0.87 -0.65 -0.38
GR 0.32 0.63 0.60 1.0 0.74 -0.20 -0.17
NPHI 0.07 0.91 0.87 0.74 1.0 -0.64 -0.38
RHOB 0.12 -0.78 -0.65 -0.20 -0.64 1.0 0.08
log(RT) 0.08 -0.28 -0.38 -0.17 -0.38 0.08 1.0
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Figure 2.8: Cross plots of all the wells. The well logs seen are from left to right: compressional
sonic (DTC), shear log (DTS), neutron porosity (NPHI), and bulk density (RHOB). From
the cross plots, DTS is positively correlated with DT, and NPHI, and is negatively correlated
with RHOB. This correlation is also confirmed in Table 2.3, where a correlation coefficient
matrix is calculated between all well logs.
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Figure 2.9: Cross plots of all the wells. The well logs seen are from left to right: depth,
shear log (DTS), GR, and log(RT). From the cross plots, DTS is negatively correlated with
log(RT), and depth, and is positively correlated with GR. This correlation is also confirmed




An artificial neural network (ANN) is a machine learning model that mimics the networks
of biological neurons existing in the human brain. ANNs are the heart of deep learning; they
are highly adaptive, powerful, and they scale well to big data problems. ANNs frequently
outperform other ML algorithms on big data and complex problems typical of petrophysical
data (Géron, 2019), making them excellent candidate algorithms to tackle big data in the oil
industry such as petrophysical data, to perform machine learning and produce data driven
results.
The data driven models to predict shear sonic logs utilize 5 well logs, namely compres-
sional sonic (Vp), gamma ray (GR), bulk density (RHOB), neutron porosity (NPHI), and
true formation resistivity (RT). The measured depth log is also used to predict the shear
sonic log. The 5 logs plus the measured depth log constitute 6 features that can be used to
predict the label or target (the shear log).
ANNs or deep learning methods frequently outperform other ML methods on big data
problems. ANNs also produced the best results for shear log predictions listed in the lit-
erature review section of this thesis. In this thesis, I use 3 ANN methods or deep learning
methods to synthesize shear logs. I use feedforward neural networks, and I propose convolu-
tional neural networks and recurrent neural networks. The ML programming was done using
python an open source language. R which is another open source programming language was
also used for feature selection and statistical analysis on the data prior to machine learning
in python.
3.1 Feedforward Neural Network
The perceptron seen Figure 3.1 is one of the simplest ANN architectures. It has 3 inputs, 1
artificial neuron and produces a single output (Géron, 2019). The architecture of the machine
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learning ANN model used to predict shear log is shown in Figure 3.2. The signal flows only in
one direction from inputs to outputs making this type of ANN a feedforward neural network
(FNN). Figure 3.2 shows that the FNN has an input layer with 6 inputs corresponding to
the 6 features or logs: compressional sonic, gamma ray, bulk density, neutron porosity, true
formation resistivity, and the measured depth log.
Figure 3.1: An artificial neuron taking 3 inputs and weighting them by weights w. The
weights are summed and an activation function is applied. The activation function is a step
function, where negative values are multiplied by 0 and positive values are multiplied by 1.
Here the artificial neuron produces 1 output. “(Géron, 2019), Hands-on Machine Learning
with Scikit-Learn, Keras & TensorFlow, 2nd Edition By: Aurélien Géron Published by
O’Reilly Media, Inc. c© 2019 Kiwisoft S.A.S. All rights reserved. Used with Permission.”
Fine tuning neural network hyperparameters: Figure 3.2 shows an FNN with 2 hidden
layers, each with 6 artificial neurons producing 1 output, the shear log. ANNs with more
than 2 hidden layers are considered deep learning neural networks (DNNs) (Géron, 2019).
Different FNN architectures were tested and compared to produce desired shear log pre-
dictions. A rectified linear activation function (ReLU) was used at the end of each layer
in the neural network. This activation function introduces nonlinearity and is defined as
f(x) = max(0, x) (Nair and Hinton, 2010). The learning rate is another crucial hyperpa-
rameter that was tuned. The FNN hyperparameters were selected for this study based on
the quantitative accuracy scoring measures for shear log prediction on the validation data
set. Table 3.1 shows the hyperparameters used to construct the different FNN architectures
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to produce shear log predictions.
A mean squared error (MSE) cost function is computed between actual and predicted
shear logs as seen in equation 3.1. A stochastic gradient decent (SGD) optimization algorithm
is applied to find the optimal solution by randomly selecting an instance of the training data









In equation 3.1, xi is the vector of the features or the input logs, θ is the feature weight.
yi is the actual shear log, and m is the number of instances in the data for which the cost
function is being calculated. This loss function is optimized using different optimization
algorithms as seen in Table 3.1. The parameters for tuning the loss function were tested and
compared to produce the best possible shear sonic log results. Different types of activation
functions as seen in Table 3.1 were tested and compared to produce the best possible shear
sonic log predictions.
Regularization and overfitting: Finally, to avoid too much overfitting, regularization was
implemented. Dropout regularization was applied for the deep neural network. Figure 3.3
explains dropout regularization. At every iteration of over the ANN, every neuron has
a probability of being temporarily dropped. This process reduces the number of neurons
and simplifies the ANN architecture, and thus minimizes overfitting. The dropout rate
hyperparameter was also tuned for dropout regularization.
Another regularization method used is Lasso regression. The Lasso regression cost func-
tion adds the regularization term α 1
2
∑n
i=1 |θi| to the cost function in equation 3.1 and results
in equation 3.2 (Géron, 2019). The hyperparameter α controls how much the model is
regularized.








Figure 3.2: A feedforward neural network (FNN) using 6 inputs shown in green, two hidden
layers each with 6 artificial neurons shown in blue. The FNN output layer, shown in red
corresponds to the shear log prediction. This FNN architecture was one of the models tested
to predict shear logs. The final FNN model architecture was selected based on the lowest
mean squared error score and highest R2 on the testing data. It consisted of three hidden
layers each with 100 artificial neurons.
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Figure 3.3: Dropout is a regularization method used to minimize overfitting and simplify
ANN architectures. At each training iteration, every neuron in each of the hidden layers,
has a probability of being temporarily dropped. These dropped neurons will output 0 at
these iterations “(Géron, 2019), Hands-on Machine Learning with Scikit-Learn, Keras &
TensorFlow, 2nd Edition By: Aurélien Géron Published by O’Reilly Media, Inc. c© 2019
Kiwisoft S.A.S. All rights reserved. Used with Permission.”
Table 3.1: Shows the differnt hyperparameters that were used for FNN architectures. The
FNN model was selected based on quantitative accuracy scoring measures. Note: Num.lay.
= numberr of layers, Neurons = Neurons per layer, A.F. = Activiation function, L.R. =
Learning rate
Num.lay. Neurons A.F. Optimizer L. R. Regularization
2 - 6 6 - 100 ReLU SGD 1e-7 - 1e-3 Dropout
2 - 6 6 - 100 SELU Adam Lasso
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3.2 Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a type of artificial neural networks. The study
of CNNs was motivated by examining the human brain’s visualization capabilities. CNNs
have been used for image recognition applications. Due to the increase in computational
power, CNNs increased success in complex visualization problems. CNNs are capable of
handling sequential data. This could be time series data, where data are ordered along a
time domain (Géron, 2019). CNN can also handle sequential data varying along a depth
domain, such as geophysical data, where data are ordered along a wellbore trajectory. CNNs
are gaining popularity for geophysical data and geoscience applications. Zhang et al. (2018)
used CNNs for seismic lithology prediction, and Das et al. (2019) used CNNs for seismic
impedance inversion.
A CNN includes a convolution operator as a part of its architecture. A 1D CNN was
used, where a 1D convolutional layer slides several filters or kernels across the well logs
or features, namely compressional sonic, gamma ray, bulk density, neutron porosity, true
formation resistivity, and the depth log, as seen in Figure 3.4. This produces a 1D feature
map per filter, where each kernel will learn to detect a sequential pattern, not longer than
the kernel or filter size (Géron, 2019).
The input data size was reshaped into [batch size, time steps or number of samples,
input dimensions or number of channels]. The batch size is arbitrary, the number of samples
was defined as 10, and the input dimensions is the number of input features, which is 6.
Parameters such as the number of layers, number of neurons per layer, number of filers,
filter lengths in the CNN, activation functions, loss function optimizers and regularization
techniques were tuned for optimal shear sonic prediction results. A summary of the tuned
hyperparameters is seen in Table 3.2 . The CNN architecture is seen in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: A CNN with two 1D CNN layers. Each of the 1D CNN layers apply a convolution
operation between each input well log and a convolution filter or kernel. The input well log
is seen in blue at the bottom and the output well log is seen at the top of the figure in blue.
The neural network has a ReLU activation function (Das et al., 2019).
Table 3.2: Shows the differnt hyperparameters that were used for CNN architectures. The
CNN model is selected based on quantitative accuracy scoring measures. Note: Num.lay.
= numberr of layers, Neurons = Neurons per layer, A.F. = Activiation function, L.R. =
Learning rate, Num. Fil. = Number of Filters, Fil Len. = Filter length
Num. Fil. Fil Len. Num.lay. Neurons A.F. Optimizer L. R. Regularization
1-5 2-10 2 - 6 6 - 100 ReLU SGD 1e-7 - 1e-3 Dropout
1-5 2-10 2 - 6 6 - 100 SELU Adam Lasso
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Figure 3.5: The CNN architecture for the neural network from top to bottom: 1D CNN
layer, a max pooling layer, a dense layer of 100 neurons, a dropout regularization layer, a
second dense layer with 100 neurons, a second dropout regularization layer, and finally a
dense output layer with 1 neuron. A max pooling layer is usually used after a CNN layer.
Its goal is to subsample the inputs, in order to reduce computational load and the number
of parameters for the neural network, and thus to limit overfitting risk (Géron, 2019).
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3.3 Recurrent Neural Network
A recurrent neural network (RNN) is similar to a feedforward neural network (FNN) as
seen in the FNN architecture in Figure 3.2, however in an RNN the signal flows from inputs
to outputs and in the reverse direction. In the RNN, each artificial neuron receives inputs
and produces an output back to itself (Géron, 2019). Thus, each output from a layer is
fed back into the same layer as an input. Moreover, RNNs, similarly to CNNs, are a type
of neural network that is capable of handling sequential data, which is data where order
matters (Géron, 2019). This applies to time series data, where the data varies along a time
domain or it can be applied to geophysical or well log data where the data varies along a
depth domain or along the wellbore trajectory.
RNNs are a variation of DNNs that are becoming popular for geophysics application
as well. Richardson (2018) used RNNs for seismic full waveform inversion. The tuned
hyperparameters for the RNN are the same for the FNN as seen in Table 3.1. The architecture
for the RNN is seen in Figure 3.6. The input data size for the RNN was reshaped into [batch
size, time steps or number of samples, input dimensions or number of channels]. The batch
size is arbitrary, the number of samples was defined as 10, and the input dimensions is the
number of input features, which is 6. The RNN will be able to detect sequential patterns no
longer than the number of samples defined in the input data size.
3.4 Comparison with a Traditional Shear Log Prediction Method
The most common method for shear velocity or shear log prediction is given by (Green-
berg and Castagna, 1992). The shear prediction model is based on an empirical relationship
between shear velocity and compressional velocity. The Greenberg and Castagna (1992)
shear prediction method is used to compare with shear prediction results from the machine
learning models.
The Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method uses compressional velocity (Vp), porosity,
saturation, and lithology to predict shear wave velocity. The method uses representative
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Figure 3.6: The RNN architecture for the neural network from tp[ to bottom: A Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) layer, a dropout layer, a dense layer of 100 neurons, a dropout
regularization layer, a second dense layer with 100 neurons, a second dropout regularization
layer, and finally a dense output layer with 1 neuron. A GRU layer is a type of RNN that
has long term memory (Géron, 2019).
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regression coefficients for different lithologies, to derive a linear relationship between shear-
wave velocities and compressional wave velocities. The Greenberg and Castagna (1992)
shear log prediction method is constrained to porous, brine saturated reservoirs or zones.
The empirical equation is shown in equation 3.3 and the coefficients are shown in Table 3.3
(Greenberg and Castagna, 1992).
Vs = a2Vp
2 + a1Vp + a0 (3.3)
Table 3.3: Regression coefficients for shear velocity versus compressional velocity. In equation
3.3 Vs and Vp are in km/s.
Lithology a2 a1 a0
Sandstone 0 0.80416 -0.85588
Limestone -0.05508 1.01677 -1.03049
Dolomite 0 0.58321 -0.07775
Shale 0 0.76969 -0.86735
3.5 Performance Measures
Performance measures for the the machine learning based, and empirical based shear log
prediction results were calculated using four metrics: RMSE, R2, NRMSE, and correlation
coefficient. A widely used performance measure for regression ML problems is the Root












where ŷ is the predicted shear log, y is the actual shear log, and m is the number of instances
in the data for which the RMSE is being calculated. Two metrics used for estimating the
goodness of the fit were the correlation coefficient, R, and the coefficient of determination,










In equation 3.5, ȳ is the average shear log value. The fourth metric used is the normalized
root mean squared error (NRMSE), where equation 3.4 is normalized by the mean yi value.
The fourth metric is the correlation coefficient as seen in equation 3.6, such that y is the
actual shear log, and x is the predicted shear log.
Ryx =
∑m










To interpret the ANN shear log prediction and the empirical shear log prediction results,
the shear log prediction results were color-coded by volume of clay, water saturation, and
stratigraphic zones. Color-coding the shear log predictions by volume of clay, was used to
analyze the effect of clay content on shear predictions. While color-coding the empirical shear
log prediction results with water saturation provided information on whether the reservoir is
brine saturated so that the empirical shear log prediction would yield good results. Volume
of clay and water saturation were calculated based on GR and RT using equations 3.7 and
3.8.






Vshale = volume of shale or clay content.
GRlog = GR log reading.
GRclean= GR reading in a clean sand zone.
GRshale = GR reading in a shale zone.








Sw = the water saturation of the uninvaded zone.
n = the saturation exponent.
Rw = formation water resistivity at formation temperature.
φ = porosity.
m = cementation exponent.
Rt= true resistivity of the formation.
The well logs were correlated into zones based on lithologies as seen in figure Figure 3.7.
Identifying the different zones was used to interpret the shear log prediction results related
into zone or lithology specific behavior. Four zones were identified based on lithology as seen
in the stratigraphic column in Figure 2.2 and in the well in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: The well 15/9-F-1 A is seen with 4 different zones or lithologies from top to
bottom: In navy blue zone 1 is a sandstone interbedded with claystone or is a muddy
sandstone. Zone 2 in blue is a limestone and marl. Zone 3 in green is a claystone or shale.




In this chapter the ANN models are evaluated based on quantitative scoring methods
RMSE, R2, NRMSE, and correlation coefficient described earlier. The FNN model is tested
for robustness using a round robin test of selecting every well as a blind well. The CNN
and RNN models are also tested and compared against the FNN model. Furthermore,
a traditional empirical method for shear log prediction is also performed to compare the
results against ML methods.
Petrophysical parameters such as volume of clay and water saturation were calculated
and used to evaluate the effect of clay content and fluid type on ANN and empirical shear
log prediction methods. Moreover, all well logs were correlated, and geologic zones were
identified based on lithologies. The identified zones were used to interpret the ANN shear
prediction results based on different zonation behavior or trends.
4.1 Feedforward Neural Network
I first trained and validated the data on five training wells such that the FNN or DNN
hyperparameters were tuned and tested on the validation data set. Then the FNN was
deployed on a blind well test. Next the 6 wells data were split into 80% training data and 20%
testing data. The 80% training data were split again into 80% training and 20% validation
data. The FNN was trained using the training data and the FNN hyperparameters were
tuned using the validation data. The FNN architecture and hyperparameters were evaluated
on the validation data set using quantitively accuracy scoring measures R2, RMSE, NRMSE,
and correlation coefficient.
The learning curves for the FNN model on the training and validation data are shown
in Figure 4.1. It shows the normalized loss between predicted and true shear logs over 500
epochs, where an epoch is the measure of instances the training vectors are used to update
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the weights in the loss function, as described in earlier in equation 3.1. Both training loss
and the validation loss decrease during training. Moreover, the validation curves are close
to the training curves, which indicates there is not too much overfitting (Géron, 2019). The
FNN results on the validation data are seen in Figure 4.2. The DNN model has coefficient
of determination R2 equal to 0.93 on the validation data. Figure 4.3. shows the same DNN
deployed on the 20% test data. The coefficient of determination R2 is equal to 0.94 on the
test data. The DNN produced excellent results on the validation and test data sets.
Figure 4.1: The learning curves for the FNN model. On the vertical axis is the normalized
loss. On the horizontal axis is the epoch. The learning curves show the FNN model has a high
error at start but slowly drops down and converges to a plateau. The training and validation
learning curves are very close to each other indicating there is no too much overfiting in the
model. Also the normalized loss is very small, less than 0.4.
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Figure 4.2: A cross plot showing the true shear log on the horizontal axis and predicted
shear log on the vertical axis. The cross plot is for the FNN model on the 20% validation
data. All 6 wells data were split into training, testing and validation, data sets. The FNN
or DNN model does an accurate prediction of shear logs with a coefficient of determination
R2 equal to 0.93.
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Figure 4.3: A cross plot showing the true shear log on the horizontal axis and predicted
shear log on the vertical axis. The FNN model does an excellent job of predicting shear logs
on the 20% testing data. The FNN model has an accuracy of R2 equal to 0.94.
Next the FNN model was trained on five wells and the sixth well 15/9-F-1 A was reserved
for a blind well test. Figure 4.4 shows the results of the shear prediction results. The
FNN model predicted the shear log with a R2 accuracy of 0.92. To further assess the
shear prediction results related to lithology, well 15/9-F-1 A was interpreted into 4 different
geologic zones as seen in Figure 3.7. Zones 1 is muddy sandstone, zone 2 is a limestone and
marl, zone 3 is a claystone, and zone 4 is the target reservoir. It is a clean sandstone with
some sand intervals interbedded with clay.
A cross plot of actual shear log and predicted shear log color coded by zones is seen in
Figure 4.5. Most lithologies are predicted accurately, however the sandstone or zone 4, is
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Figure 4.4: A cross plot of predicted vs actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-1 A. The identity
line is shown as well in black. The FNN has 0.92 accuracy prediction using a R2 performance
measure.
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overpredicted by the FNN model. The volume of shale or volume of clay is also calculated
for the well. Figure 4.6 shows a cross plot of the shear prediction results color coded by
volume of clay. As seen in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 the portion of the zone 4 interval that
is being overpredicted has increased clay content, and it causes the FNN model to slightly
overpredict the shear log for the muddy sandstone intervals. Also, the claystone in zone 3
is over predicted and underpredicted sometimes. The FNN model tries to find patterns and
predict the full shear log as one interval. The FNN model did not take any human input
to separate the zones. It tried to detect the patterns for the different zones. To predict the
muddy sandstone zone and the claystone zone better, applying the FNN model separately
on the corresponding well log data for these zones would improve the shear log prediction
results for these zones.
Finaly Figure 4.7 shows a well log view of the actual and predicted shear log curves. As
seen in the third track of Figure 4.7, the FNN shear prediction model captures the trends of
the actual shear log. Even for the claystone in zone 3 and muddy sandstone in zone 4, the
predicted shear log slightly overpredicts sometimes, but the trend of the shear log curve is
properly captured and the FNN model does an excel job of synthesizing the shear log.
4.2 Feedforward Neural Network Round Robin Test
To further test the robustness of the FNN models, a round robin test of selecting every
well as a blind well test data was performed. Figure 4.8 shows a cross plot of the shear
prediction results vs the actual shear log for the FNN model for well 15/9-F-11 A. The FNN
model predicted the shear log for the subject well with a high accuracy of 0.95 using a R2
performance measure.
To further assess the shear prediction results with respect to lithologies, the geologic zones
were identified in well 15/9-F-11 A as seen in Figure 4.9. There are 4 distinct lithologies
or zones. From top to bottom: zones 1 in navy blue is a muddy sandstone, zone 2 in blue
is limestone and marl, zone 3 in green is a claystone, and finally zone 4 in yellow is the
sandstone reservoir.
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Figure 4.5: A cross plot of the FNN shear prediction model for well 15/9-F-1 A, color coded
by the different lithologies or zones. Zone 1, the muddy sandstone is predicted well overall,
zone 2 the limestone and marl is predicted correctly. Zone 3 which is a claystone seems to
be overpredicted and underpredicted with respect to the identity line. Zone 4, the sand and
muddy sand is mostly overpredicted. The overall performance of the FNN model is good
with R2 equal to 0.92.
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Figure 4.6: A cross plot of the FNN model for shear prediction on well 15/9-F-1 A, color
coded by volume of clay. High clay content values in dark green and green are over predicted
and underpredicted. Also, zones with clay content in dark orange are overpredicted as well.
The zones with high clay content are zone 3 which is a claystone, and parts of zone 4 that
are a muddy sandstone.
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Figure 4.7: The FNN model on well 15/9-F-1 A as a blind well test data. The well log
view shows the actual shear log curve in red and the predicted shear log curve in blue. The
predicted vs actual shear log curves are seen in the third track. The FNN model captures the
trends for the actual shear log correctly. There are some slight mismatches at zones where
there is clay content as seen in the cross plot in Figure 4.6. However, the trends for the
actual shear log are captured in the shear prediction model. The FNN model is producing
excellent results for the subject well.
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Figure 4.8: A cross plot of predicted vs actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-11 A. The identity
line is shown as well in black. The FNN has 0.95 accuracy prediction using a R2 performance
measure.
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Figure 4.10 shows the shear prediction results color coded by the zones. The figure
shows zone 1 is sometimes underpredicted, zone 2 is predicted accurately, zone 3 is slightly
underpredicted, and zone 4 is overpredicted. Figure 4.11 shows the shear prediction results
color coded by the volume of clay, and Figure 4.12 shows a well log view for the shear
prediction results for the same well 15/9-F-11 A. Similarly, the round-robin test, for the
FNN shear log prediction results, for the wells 15/9-F-11 T2, 15/9-F-1 B, 15/9-F-4, and
15/9-F-14, are listed in Appendix A.1.
4.3 Feedforward Neural Network by Zone
Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show cross plots of the input wells against the shear log,
color coded by geologic zones for all wells. Zone 1 is a muddy sandstone seen in orange,
zone 2 is a limestone and marl seen in blue, zone 3 is a claystone seen in green, and zone
4 is a sandstone as seen in yellow. The cross plots show a separation and the trends of the
cross plots are separated by zones. This motivated the attempt to predict the FNN model
on individual zones. Such that data from input well logs for a specific zone, will be used to
predict the shear log for the same zone.
Figure A.4 shows the FNN prediction for well 15/9-F-11 T2, had zone 1 being overpre-
dicted, and zone 3 being underpredicted. The FNN model was mostly fitting the limestone
and marl in zone 2. Figure 4.15 shows the zone based FNN model shear prediction results
for the same well 15/9-F-11 T2.
The accuracy of the shear prediction is improved from an R2 of 0.88 to an R2 equal to
0.95. Figure 4.16 shows that the well intervals with clay content are being fitted better as
well. Figure 4.17 shows, zone 1, the muddy sandstone is fitted correctly with an exception
of some points that are overpredicted. Zone 2 the limestone, zone 3 the claystone, and zone
4 the sandstone are all fitted properly. The zone based FNN model has a huge improvement
over the FNN model without geologic information. All the zones are being fitted properly
and the R2 improved from 0.88 to 0.95.
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Figure 4.9: 15/9-F-11 A showing all well logs from left to right: GR, RHOB, NPHI, RT,
DT, and DTS. There are 4 different zones seen based on lithology. Zone 1 in navy blue is
muddy sandstone, zone 2 in blue is limestone and marl, zone 3 in green is a claystone. Zone
4 in yellow is a clean sandstone and sandstone interbedded with claystone. Zone 4 is also
the target reservoir.
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Figure 4.10: A cross plot of the FNN shear prediction model for well 15/9-F-11 A, color coded
by the different lithologies or zones. Zone 1, the muddy sandstone is underpredicted, zone
2 the limestone and marl are predicted correctly. Zone 3 is slightly underpredicted. Zone
4, the sand and muddy sand is overpredicted. The overall performance of the FNN model
is accurate with a R2 equal to 0.95. The FNN model automates the process of separating
the zones and recognizing patterns in the shear log data as a full interval. To improve the
prediction for individual zones, the FNN model should be implemented on a zone by zone
basis. This updated FNN is shown in the next section.
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Figure 4.11: A cross plot of the FNN model for shear prediction on well 15/9-F-11 A color
coded by volume of clay. High clay content values in dark green and green are slightly under
predicted. Also, zones with clay content in dark orange are slightly under predicted. Zone
3 which is a claystone has the green color representing high clay content. The dark orange
color containing 40% to 50% clay content is from zone 2 which is a marl or limestone. The
carbonate in zone 2, could be an argillaceous limestone or marl. The clay content associated
with the zone 4 sandstone reservoir is due to some clay intervals in between the clean sands.
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Figure 4.12: Well 15/9-F-11 A: well log view of the shear prediction logs in blue against the
actual shear logs in red. There is small mismatch as the beginning of the well log at zone 1.
However overall the FNN model does captures the trends of shear log with a high accuracy.
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Finally, Figure 4.18 shows a well log view of predicted vs actual shear logs for well 15/9-
F-11 T2. All the features and trends of the shear log are captured accurately. Almost all
zones and the entire well log is fitted with high precision. Appendix A.2 shows results for
the zone-based FNN shear log prediction model for well 15/9-F-14.
Figure 4.13: Cross plots of all the wells color coded by zones. The well logs seen from left to
right are: compressional sonic (DTC), shear log (DTS), neutron porosity (NPHI), and bulk
density (RHOB). From the cross plots, DTS is positively correlated with DT, and NPHI,
and is negatively correlated with RHOB. Analyzing the different cross plot for the well logs,
there is separation of different zones. Zone 1 in orange is a muddy sandstone, zone 2 in
blue is a limestone and marl, zone 3 in green is a claystone, Zone 4 in yellow is a sandstone.
These different zones or lithologies can be modeled separately using ML methods to predict
shear logs.
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Figure 4.14: Cross plots of all the wells color coded by zones. The well logs seen from left to
right are: depth, shear log (DTS), gamma ray (GR), and resistivity log(RT). From the cross
plots, DTS is negatively correlated with log(RT), and depth, and is positively correlated
with GR. Analyzing the different cross plot for the well logs, there is a separation of different
zones. Zone 1 in orange is a muddy sandstone, zone 2 in blue is a limestone and marl,
zone 3 in green is a claystone, and zone 4 in yellow is a sandstone. These different zones or
lithologies can be modeled separately using ML methods to predict shear logs.
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Figure 4.15: A cross plot for the zone based FNN model. This FNN model has a high R2
equal to 0.95. Some of the data points are overpredicted, but the overall well is correctly
predicted. This same well was predicted using a FNN model without incorporating zone
information as seen in Figure A.1. The FNN model based on geologic zones improved
shear prediction from a 0.88 prediction accuracy to a 0.95 prediction accuracy, using a R2
performance measure.
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Figure 4.16: A shear predication cross plot for well 15/9-F-11 T2 color coded by volume of
clay. The data points having higher clay content seen in green or dark orange are slightly
overpredicted.
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Figure 4.17: A cross plot of the predicted vs. actual shear logs color-coded by zones. All zones
are being predicted accurately on the equality line. The zone-based FNN model improved
the prediction for all zones.
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Figure 4.18: A well log view of shear prediction results for the zone based FNN model. This
same well was predicted by the FNN model in Figure A.5. There is big improvement in the
shear prediction results when information from geologic zones is included in the FNN model.
Figure A.5 shows the model was underpredicting the true shear log. The current updated
FNN model seen fits the actual sear log curves correctly.
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4.4 Convolutional Neural Network
Figure 4.19 shows results for the CNN model. The model was trained on the 5 training
wells. Then the model was deployed to a blind test well 15/9-F-1 A. A R2 metric for
determining the accuracy of the models was used. The CNN model predicted the shear log
with an accuracy of 0.92. In order to interpret the CNN results, the shear prediction cross
plot was color coded with the volume of clay as seen in Figure 4.20.
Clay content has an effect on the prediction results. Intervals with high clay content are
over predicted and underpredicted. Figure 4.21 shows the shear prediction results color coded
by the different zones. Zones 1, and 3, are underpredicted, while zone 4 is over predicted.
Zone 3 is a claystone, Zone 1 has clay content ranging from 20% to 50%, zone 4 has clay
content ranging from 30% to 80%. Zone 2 which is a carbonate was predicted correctly.
Figure 4.22 shows a well log view of the shear prediction results. The shear prediction in
blue is following the true shear log trend. There is some overfit in predicting zone 1 above
2800 m, but on the rest of the well the CNN model produced good shear log predictions.
To further assess the robustness of the CNN model, the well that produced the lowest
R2 using the FNN shear prediction model, was also predicted using the CNN model. Shear
prediction results for well 15/9-F-14 are seen in Figure 4.23. The CNN model had a R2 of
0.77, which is lower than the FNN model results for the same well. A well log view of the
different zones in well 15/9-F-14 is seen in Figure A.18.
Figure A.18 shows well 15/9-F-14 has a long zone 4 sandstone section in yellow with 600
meters of depth, compared to zone 2 in blue with 200 meters, or zone 3 in green with 20
meters of depth. Figure 4.24 shows the CNN model shear prediction results color coded by
zone. The model seems to be fitting zone 4 which falls on the identity line, while zone 2 is
slightly underpredicted.
Also Figure 4.25 shows the CNN model shear prediction cross plot color coded by volume
of clay. Data points that have high clay content in dark orange or green are plotted away
from the identity line. Moreover, the well 15/9-F-14 has a thick zone 4 sandstone section
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compared to all other training wells. These reasons can account for the lower shear prediction
accuracy for well 15/9-F-14 compared to the shear prediction accuracy of well 15/9-F-1 A.
Figure 4.26 shows a well log view of the CNN model shear log prediction results. The well
log curves show there is some overfit in the predicted shear log in blue.
Figure 4.19: A cross plot of predicted vs actual shear sonic logs for the blind well testing
data (well 15/9-F-1 A). The CNN model predicted the shear log with a accuracy of 0.92
using a R2 performance measure.
4.5 Recurrent Neural Network
Figure 4.27 shows a cross plot of the shear log prediction using the RNN model on
the blind well 15/9-F-1 A. The RNN model produced a good fit with a R2 equal to 0.92.
Figure 4.28 shows a cross plot of the RNN shear prediction results color coded with volume
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Figure 4.20: A cross plot of the CNN shear log prediction results color coded with volume
of clay. Intervals with high clay content in dark orange or in green are overpredicted and
underpredicted.
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Figure 4.21: A cross plot of the shear prediction results color coded by zones. Zone 1
in orange is a muddy sandstone, zone 2 is limestone, zone 3 is a claystone and zone is a
sandstone. The limestone lithology seen in blue corresponding to zone 2, is the only zone
that is predicted on the identity line.
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Figure 4.22: In red is the actual shear log and in blue is the CNN model predicted shear log.
The well log view shows that the shear predicted log follows the trend of the actual shear log
correctly. At zone 1 above 2800 m of depth, there is a slight overfit in the predicted shear
log.
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Figure 4.23: A cross plot of the CNN predicted model vs. actual shear sonic logs for the
blind well 15/9-F-14. The CNN model produced an accuracy of 0.77 R2.
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Figure 4.24: Blind well 15/9-F-14. A cross plot of the CNN predicted model vs. actual shear
sonic logs, color coded by geologic zones. Zone 2 in blue is a limestone and marl, zone 3 in
green in a claystone, and zone 4 in yellow is a sandstone. The sandstone lithology in yellow
is the zone that is mostly fitted correctly. This is due to that the sandstone is the longest
part of the well logs for this well.
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Figure 4.25: A cross plot of the CNN predicted model vs. actual shear sonic logs for the
blind well 15/9-F-14, color coded by volume of clay. Intervals with clay content are seen in
dark orange and in green and are being underpredicted and overpredicted.
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Figure 4.26: A well log view of the CNN shear predicted results on blind well 15/9-F-14 vs.
actual shear logs. The CNN model has some overfit above 2900 m of depth, but overall the
CNN shear log prediction follows the trend of the actual shear log.
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of clay. As the cross plot shows, dark orange and green colors represent intervals with high
clay content and are overfitted and underfitted.
Figure 4.29 shows the shear prediction cross plot color coded by geologic zones. Zone 1,
zone 3, and zone 4 are overpredicted and underpredicted due to clay content. The limestone
in zone 2 is predicted correctly. Figure 4.30 shows a well log view of the RNN model shear
prediction results. The RNN predicted shear log curve seen in blue is following the trend of
the actual shear log in red. The well 15/9-F-14 produced the lowest shear prediction results
for the FNN model. The RNN shear prediction model was also applied to well the 15/9-F-14
to measure the robustness of the RNN method.
Figure 4.31 shows a cross plot for predicted versus actual shear logs using the RNN model.
The RNN model was trained on 5 wells and deployed on the well 15/9-F-14 as a blind test
well. The well 15/9-F-14 produced the lowest shear prediction results for the FNN model as
seen in Figure A.16. The RNN shear prediction model was also applied to well 15/9-F-14 to
measure the robustness of RNN method.
The cross plot in Figure 4.31 shows the RNN model has an accuracy of prediction equal
to 0.80 using a R2 performance measure. Figure 4.32 shows a cross of plot of the shear log
prediction results color coded by volume of clay. Shear log values in orange with 40% to
60% clay content, and shear log values in green with more than 80% clay content are under
predicted and overpredicted. Shear log values that are predicted correctly have less than
15% clay content.
Figure 4.33 shows the RNN model shear log prediction results color coded by zones. Zone
4 which a sandstone is fitted correctly. This is due to the zone 4 interval forming the majority
of the shear log. The limestone in zone 2 is slightly underpredicted, and the claystone values
in zone 3 are away from the identity line.
Moreover, well 15/9-F-14 has a thick zone 4 section while the other training wells do not
have well log information for a thick zone 4 section. The recurrent neural network (RNN)
algorithm does not have well log data coverage to learn for the entire zone 4 section. This
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could also explain why the R2 prediction for the RNN shear prediction model for the well
15/9-F-14 is lower than the prediction for well 15/9-F-1 A. Figure 4.34 shows a well log view
comparison for actual verses predicted shear logs for well 15/9-F-14 using the RNN method.
The predicted shear log follows the trend of the actual shear log almost on the entire log.
Figure 4.27: A cross plot of predicted vs. actual shear sonic logs for the blind well testing
data (well 15/9-F-1 A). The RNN model predicted the shear log with a R2 equal to 0.92.
4.6 Empirical Method
Figure 4.35 shows shear log prediction results for well 15/9-F-1 A using the empirical
model. The Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method was used as the empirical method to
compare against the ML developed models. Figure 4.35 shows a cross plot of the predicted
shear log using the Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method, versus the actual shear log.
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Figure 4.28: A cross plot of the RNN model for shear prediction on well 15/9-F-1 A, color
coded by volume of clay. High clay content values in dark green and green are over predicted.
Also, zones with clay content in dark orange are overpredicted as well. The zones with high
clay content are zone 3 which is a claystone, and parts of zone 4 that are a muddy sandstone.
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Figure 4.29: A cross plot of the RNN shear prediction model for well 15/9-F-1 A, color coded
by the different lithologies or zones. Zone 1, the muddy sandstone is predicted well overall,
zone 2 the limestone and marl is predicted correctly. Zone 3 which is a claystone seems to
be overpredicted and underpredicted with respect to the identity line. Zone 4, the sand and
muddy sand is mostly overpredicted. The overall performance of the FNN model is good
with R2 equal to 0.92.
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Figure 4.30: The RNN model on well 15/9-F-1 A as a blind well test data. The well log
view shows the actual shear log curve in red and the predicted shear log curve in blue. The
RNN model captures the trends for the actual shear log correctly.
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Figure 4.31: A cross plot of predicted vs. actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-14. The cross
plot shows the RNN model is predicted the shar log with a R2 equal to 0.80.
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Figure 4.32: A cross plot of predicted vs. actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-14, color coded
by volume of clay. This well has low clay content, mostly ranging in 20% clay, and in some
intervals 45% clay content. There are few points for the claystone zone with high clay content
in green.
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Figure 4.33: A cross plot of the predicted vs. actual shear logs color coded by zones. Zone 2
in blue is partly underpredicted. The RNN methods seems to be fitting zone 4, the sandstone
in yellow. This is due to the sandstone interval forming most of the well coverage.
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Figure 4.34: A well log view showing the predicted shear log in blue vs. the actual shear log
in red. The predicted shear logs captures most of the trend of the true shear log. Overall the
RNN method is predicting the shear log correctly, considering this well has a thicker zone 4
sandstone section. There is a little overfit using the RNN method as seen in the predicted
shear log.
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The accuracy of the Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method was 0.88 using a R2 per-
formance measure. Figure 4.36 shows a cross plot of the empirical method shear prediction
results color coded by volume of clay. Intervals with high clay content are over predicted
and under predicted. Figure 4.37 shows a cross plot of the shear log prediction results color
coded by zones. Zone 3, which is a claystone is overpredicted. Also zone 1, which is a muddy
sandstone is overpredicted.
Figure 4.38 shows a cross plot of the shear log predictions color coded with water satu-
ration. Well 15/9-F-1 A is brine saturated, thus according to the Greenberg and Castagna
(1992) method, the shear velocity is related linearly to compressional velocity. Figure 4.39
shows a well log view of the predicted versus actual shear log. Overall the Greenberg and
Castagna (1992) had good shear log predictions, however zone 1 which had clay content
and zone 3 which is a claystone were overpredicted. For well 15/9-F-1 A, all of the deep
learning methods, FNN, CNN, and RNN produced slightly better shear log predictions than
the empirical method. Appendix A.5 shows shear log prediction results for well 15/9-F-14
using the empirical model.
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Figure 4.35: A cross plot of predicted versus actual shear sonic logs for the blind well testing
data (well 15/9-F-1 A). The model used is the Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method. The
model had an accuracy of R2 equal to 0.88.
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Figure 4.36: A cross plot the empirical shear log prediction results color coded with volume
of clay. Intervals with high clay content in dark orange or in green are overpredicted.
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Figure 4.37: A cross plot of the shear prediction results color coded by zones. Zone in orange
is a muddy sandstone, zone 2 is limestone, zone 3 is a claystone and zone is a sandstone.
Zone 1 and zone 3 are overpredicted.
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Figure 4.38: A cross plot of the shear prediction results color coded by water saturation.
The well is brine saturated in the sandstone reservoir.
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Figure 4.39: In red is the actual shear log and in blue is the empirical model predicted shear
log. The well log view shows that the shear predicted log follows the trend of the actual
shear log correctly. However, in zones where there is clay content such as at 8400 meters,




In this discussion section the round-robin test results are discussed. The robustness of
the feedforward neural network (FNN) or deep neural network (DNN) model was tested by
performing a round robin test of selecting every well as a blind well. Table 5.1 shows the
accuracy of the FNN model for each blind well using a R2 performance measure. This initial
FNN model did account for geologic formations or zones for estimating the shear log. The
full well log coverage from the input feature well logs was used to synthesize the entire shear
log.
The FNN model produced good shear log prediction results on all wells. The R2 perfor-
mance measure for well 15/9-F-14 is lower than the R2 prediction score for the other wells
in the round robin test. This is due to this well having a longer zone 4 well log coverage,
where zone 4 is the sandstone section. When the well 15/9-F-14 is selected as a blind well,
the FNN model trains on 5 training wells 15/9-F-1 A, 15/9-F-11 A, 15/9-F-11 T2, 15/9-F-1
B, and 15/9-F-4. All of these wells were drilled only 200 meters into zone 4, while the blind
well 15/9-F-14 was drilled 600 meters into zone 4.
Thus when 15/9-F-14, is selected as a blind well, the FNN method has a disadvantage
of not training on 400 meters of coverage in zone 4. This data that is not factored into the
FNN training data can be the cause of the lower R2 score for the shear log prediction for
well 15/9-F-14. The zone thickness matters because of data coverage. So, with 600 meters;
well 15/9-F-14 has 6000 data points in Zone 4 as opposed to 400 points for all other wells.
Figure 5.1 shows the shear log prediction results for wells 15/9-F-1 A, 15/9-F-11 A, 15/9-
F-11 T2, and 15/9-F-1 B. The FNN model predicted the shear log with an R2 accuracy of
0.92, 0.95, 0.88, and 0.93. The shear log prediction for well 15/9-F-11 T2 showed some
mismatches, but overall the FNN prediction is still reliable. Figure 5.2 shows the shear log
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prediction results for wells 15/9-F-4, and 15/9-F-14. The accuracy of the shear prediction
for well 15/9-F-4 is good with an R2 equal to 0.84. However as seen in the cross plot, most
of the shear log data points are underpredicted.
Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5, and Figure 5.6 show the FNN model, shear log predic-
tion results color-coded by volume of clay and zones. As seen in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.6,
the predicted shear log values have trends by stratigraphic zones. No geologic zone infor-
mation was input into the initial FNN model. The FNN algorithm treats the shear log as
data and tries to learn and perform the best prediction on the shear log as a whole and does
not consider shear value predictions for different stratigraphic zones. Most wells fit zone 2
correctly, possibly because zone 2 has the most data coverage in the well log data.
5.1 Feedforward Neural Network by Zone
To improve the FNN model, geologic information was added to the neural network fea-
tures or inputs. The 6 wells were correlated, and 4 geologic zones were identified based on
lithology. Zone 1 is a muddy sandstone, zone 2 is a limestone and marl, zone 3 is a claystone,
and zone 4 is a sandstone and in some intervals a muddy sandstone.
The FNN model was trained on a zone basis. Thus, the data for training and testing
pertained to the same zone and lithology. The zone based FNN model was applied to
well 15/9-F-11 T2, which previously had a shear prediction accuracy of 0.88 using a R2
performance measure. After updating the FNN model with the zone information, the FNN
prediction accuracy became 0.95 using R2. Moreover, the data points for the different zones
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Figure 5.1: Cross plots of predicted vs. actual shear logs for wells 15/9-F-1 A, 15/9-F-11 A,
15/9-F-11 T2, and 15/9-F-1 B. The FNN model predicted the wells with accuracies of 0.92,
0.95, 0.88, and 0.93 using an R2 performance measure.
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Figure 5.2: Cross plots of predicted vs. actual shear logs for wells 15/9-F-4 and 15/9-F-14.
The FNN model predicted the wells with accuracies of 0.84 and 0.81 using an R2 performance
measure.
were closer to the identity line in the shear log prediction cross plot as seen in Figure 5.7
compared to the initial model in the same figure.
Thus, taking into account lithology information for the DNN models improved the shear
log prediction. Moreover, the updated FNN model was applied to well 15/9-F-14, which is
the well that had the poorest shear prediction results in the FNN model. The updated zone
based FNN model improved the R2 of the shear log prediction from 0.81 to 0.83 for well
15/9-F-14, and the data points for the shear log prediction were falling closer on the identity
line. This is seen in the zone based FNN model in Figure 5.7 and in the initial FNN model
in the same figure.
The zone based FNN model shows some improvement on well 15/9-F-14. But the well
still has a lower R2 compared to the other wells as seen in Table 5.1. This can be interpreted
due to the fact that well 15/9-F-14 has a thicker zone 4 section by 400 meters, compared to
the other training wells. When well 15/9-F-14 is selected as a blind well, 400 meters of zone 4
are not seen in any of the training wells, this limits the data provided to the FNN algorithm
to learn from. Although the FNN model is zone-based, the bottom 400 meters of zone 4 is
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Figure 5.3: Cross plots for FNN shear log prediction, for wells 15/9-F-1 A, 15/9-F-11 A,
15/9- F-11 T2, and 15/9-F-1 B. High clay content values in dark green represent the slow
claystone formation (zone 3). The DTS prediction for zone 3 can improve with a zone based
FNN model. Also, zones with clay content in dark orange are overpredicted as well. The
zones with high clay content are zone 3 which is claystone, and parts of zone 4 that are a
muddy sandstone. For wells 15/9-F-1 A, 15/9-F-11 A, and 15/9-F-1 B, the overpredicted
light green and dark orange values, are due to clay intervals in the zone 4 sandstone. The
clay presence reduces velocity. The underpredicted dark orange values in wells 15/9-F-11 A,
and 15/9-F-1 B are due to some clay in the zone 2 limestone and marl. Zone 2 is mostly
a clean carbonate zone. A zone based FNN model would improve the shear prediction and
capture the muddy limestone better.
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Figure 5.4: Cross plots for FNN shear log prediction results, for wells 15/9-F-1 A, 15/9-F-11
A, 15/9- F-11 T2, and 15/9-F-1 B color-coded by zones. The overprediction in zone 4 is due
to claystone intervals in the sandstone, which causes the velocity to become slower. Zone 2
is predicted on the identity line in three out of the four wells. Zone 2 formulates the majority
of the stratigraphy of all of the well log data. No zone information was input into the FNN
algorithm. The FNN method learns shear log patterns and predicts the shear log as a whole
for all wells. Applying the FNN method on a zone by zone basis can improve the shear log
prediction outcomes.
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Figure 5.5: Cross plots for FNN shear log prediction results, for wells 15/9-F-4 and 15/9-F-
14 color-coded by volume of clay. These two wells have 20% clay content in the sandstone
zone.
Figure 5.6: Cross plots for FNN shear log prediction results, for wells 15/9-F-4 and 15/9-F-
14. The FNN model did not take zones as input. The FNN model tries to learn patterns
and produce a shear prediction for the full well coverage. Predicting shear logs on a zone
basis can help guide the FNN model to predict stratigraphic zones better.
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only present in well 15/9-F-14. When well 15/9-F-14 is selected as a blind well, 400 meters
of depth coverage of zone 4 corresponding to 4000 data points are not being trained on in
the zone-based FNN model. This deprives the neural network of detecting patterns in this
400-meter section in zone 4. Table 5.2 shows a comparison between the initial FNN model
and the zone based FNN model. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show shear log prediction results
for the FNN model and the zone-based FNN model, for wells 15/9-F-11 T2 and 15/9-F-14,
color-coded by volume of clay and zones.
Table 5.2: Comparison of the initial FNN model and the zone based FNN model.
Well Model R2
15/9-F-11 T2 FNN 0.88
15/9-F-11 T2 Zone based FNN 0.95
15/9-F-14 FNN 0.81
15/9-F-14 Zone based FNN 0.83
5.2 ANN Models Comparison
Three ANN models were tested FNN, CNN, and a RNN. Table 5.3 shows a comparison
of the shear log prediction results for 3 different methods on well 15/9-F-1 A, which is the
initial blind well selected to test the ML methods. Next the well with the lowest R2 shear
log prediction score, which was well 15/9-F-14 was used to compare the FNN, CNN, and
RNN models. Table Table 5.3 also shows a comparison of the shear prediction results for
well 15/9-F-14.
All the models, FNN, CNN and RNN predicted the shear log for 15/9-F-1 A with a R2
equal to 0.92. Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, and Figure 5.13 show the shear log
prediction results for the differnent ANN models. However for well 15/9-F-14, the FNN
method predicted the shear log with a R2 equal to 0.81, while the CNN, and RNN methods
predicted the shear log with a R2 equal to 0.77, and 0.80 respectively.
Moreover, observing the well log curves for the CNN predicted shear log vs. the actual
shear log for well 15/9-F-14, as seen in Figure 4.26, and for the RNN predicted shear log vs.
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Figure 5.7: Cross plots for the FNN shear log prediction results on the left side and the zone-
based FNN model on the right side. The accuracy of shear prediction for well 15/9-F-11 T2
improved from a 0.88 R2 to a 0.95. The accuracy of the shear prediction for well 15/9-F-14
improved from 0.81 to 0.83 R2.
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Figure 5.8: Cross plots for the FNN shear log prediction results on the left side and the
zone-based FNN model on the right side, for wells 15/9-F-11 T2 and 15/9-F-14. The cross
plots are color-coded by volume of clay. Applying the FNN model on a zone by zone case
helped the FNN algorithm predict shear values with high clay content on the identity line,
whereas the FNN model without stratigraphic information underpredicted high clay content.
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Figure 5.9: Cross plots for the FNN shear log prediction results on the left side and the
zone-based FNN model on the right side, for wells, 15/9-F-11 T2, and 15/9-F-14. The cross
plots are color-coded by zones. Using the FNN model for each lithology aided the FNN
model to predict all the stratigraphic zones on the identity line. All of the zones in well
15/9-F-11 T2 are predicted on the identity line. Wel 15/9-F-14 has improved the prediction
of the stratigraphic zones.
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the actual shear log as seen in Figure 4.34, the CNN and RNN models have some overfit in
some intervals of the shear log, whereas the FNN shear prediction model seen in Figure A.15,
does not have any overfit for well 15/9-F-14. Thus, the FNN model was the best model for
synthesizing shear logs using ANN methods.
Table 5.3: Comparison of the FNN, CNN, and RNN models.
Well Model R2
15/9-F-1 A FNN 0.92
15/9-F-1 A CNN 0.92




5.3 ANN Method Compared with an Empirical Method
The ANN shear log prediction models were also compared with traditional empirical
shear log prediction methods used in the industry. The Greenberg and Castagna (1992)
method was the empirical method used to synthesize shear logs. For the well 15/9-F-1 A the
Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method predicted shear logs with a R2 equal to 0.88, while
the FNN model predicted the shear logs for the same well with a R2 equal to 0.92.
However for the well 15/9-F-14 the Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method predicted
shear logs poorly with a R2 equal to 0.55. This is due to the well 15/9-F-14 being hydrocarbon
saturated, which violates the assumption in Greenberg and Castagna (1992), that the well
undergoing shear log prediction has to be brine saturated. The FNN model predicted the
shear log for well 15/9-F-14 with a R2 equal to 0.81, and the zone based FNN model predicted
the same well with a R2 equal to 0.83. Table 5.4 shows a comparison of the shear log
predictions for the ANN models vs. the empirical model. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show
a comparison of the shear log predictions for the FNN model vs. the empirical model.
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Figure 5.10: Cross plots for the FNN, CNN, RNN, and GC shear log prediction models. All
ANN models predicted the shear log with an accuracy of R2 equal to 0.92. The empirical
model predicted the shear log with a 0.88 accuracy using an R2 performance measure.
Table 5.4: ANN Method Compared with an Empirical Method. Note: GC = Greenberg and
Castanga.
Well Model R2
15/9-F-1 A FNN 0.92
15/9-F-1 A GC 0.88
15/9-F-14 FNN 0.81
15/9-F-14 Zone based FNN 0.83
15/9-F-14 GC 0.55
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Figure 5.11: Cross plots for the FNN, CNN, RNN, and GC shear log prediction models for
well 15/9-F-1 A. The high clay content in dark orange and light green causes the sandstone
or zone 4 to become overpredicted in the ANN models. ANN models applied to each zone
individually would produce better results.
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Figure 5.12: Cross plots for the FNN, CNN, RNN, and GC shear log prediction models for
well 15/9-F-1 A, color-coded by zones. The ANN models predict zone 2 on the identity line.
Zone 2 is the thickest stratigraphy in the well logs data, thus the ANN models learn patters
related zone 2 better. Zone 4 is overpredicted in the ANN models due to clay content that
makes the shear velocity slower. ANN models applied to each zone individually would yield
better results for all zone predictions.
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Figure 5.13: Cross plots for the FNN, CNN, RNN, and GC shear log prediction models for
well 15/9-F-1 A, color-coded by water saturation. The well is brine saturated, which makes
shear log prediction in the sandstone reservoir overpredicted in the ANN models. Brine
saturation will make shear velocity slower. ANN models learn patterns from the well log
data as a whole. Applying ANN models for each zone individually will enhance the shear
log prediction for each zone.
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Figure 5.14: Cross plots for the FNN and GC shear log prediction models for well 15/9-F-14.
The FNN model predicted the shear log with an accuracy of 0.83 R2, while the empirical
model had a poor shear log prediction of 0.55 R2.
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Figure 5.15: Cross plots for the FNN and GC shear log prediction models for well 15/9-F-
14, color-coded by zones, and water saturation. Since the sandstone reservoir (zone 4) is
hydrocarbon saturated, the GC model’s brine saturation assumption is violated, and hence
the empirical model produced poor shear log prediction results for this well. In this case,
ANN methods provided value for shear log prediction, where current empirical methods fail.
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5.4 ANN Shear Log Prediction Sensitivity to Input Well Logs
The dependence of the shear log on the input feature logs was done by null hypothesis
testing as seen in Table 2.2, and by calculating correlation coefficients between each input
log and the shear log as seen in Table 2.3. Moreover, cross plots were constructed to observe
trends between input well logs and the shear log as seen in Figure 2.8 and in Figure 2.9 . To
further quantify the effect of each log on predicting the shear log, the FNN model for shear
log prediction was constructed without each of the input well logs.
Figure 5.16 shows the FNN shear log prediction model without the compressional sonic
log, applied on the 20% testing data set. This FNN model reduced the shear prediction
accuracy from 0.94 R2, as seen in the initial FNN model in Figure 4.3, to a 0.90 R2. Removing
the NPHI log or any of the other logs reduced the initial FNN model prediction from 0.94
R2 to 0.93 R2 as seen in Figure 5.17.
Next only the compressional sonic log was used in the FNN model for shear log prediction
as seen in Figure 5.18, this resulted in a model with an accuracy of 0.89 R2. A FNN model
with only neutron porosity as an input feature log was also tested as seen in Figure 5.19.
The resulting model had an R2 equal to 0.81.
A combination of only GR, RHOB, and RT were also used to predict shear logs as seen
in Figure 5.20, and finally only GR, and RHOB were used to predict shear logs as seen in
Figure 5.21. Table 5.5 shows a comparison of different input well logs to predict the shear
log. The well log with the highest effect on predicting the shear log was the compressional
sonic log, then the neutron porosity log. The log with the lowest effect on predicting the
shear sonic log was the depth log.
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Figure 5.16: A cross plot showing actual shear log on the horizontal axis and predicted shear
log on the vertical axis. The FNN model without DT as input feature, applied to 20% testing
data, predicts the shear log with an accuracy of R2 equal to 0.90.
Table 5.5: A comparison of different input well logs to predict the shear log, scored with R2.
Data Model R2
20% testing data FNN no DT 0.90
20% testing data FNN no NPHI 0.93
20% testing data FNN no GR 0.93
20% testing data FNN no RT 0.93
20% testing data FNN no RHOB 0.93
20% testing data FNN no Depth 0.93
20% testing data FNN only DT 0.89
20% testing data FNN only NPHI 0.81
20% testing data FNN only GR, RHOB, RT 0.84
20% testing data FNN only GR, RHOB 0.74
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Figure 5.17: A cross plot showing actual shear log on the horizontal axis and predicted shear
log on the vertical axis. The FNN model without NPHI as input feature, applied to 20%
testing data, predicts the shear log with an accuracy of R2 equal to 0.93.
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Figure 5.18: A cross plot showing actual shear log on the horizontal axis and predicted shear
log on the vertical axis. The FNN model with only DT as input feature log, applied to 20%
testing data, predicts the shear log with an accuracy of R2 equal to 0.89.
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Figure 5.19: A cross plot showing actual shear log on the horizontal axis and predicted shear
log on the vertical axis. The FNN model with only NPHI as input feature log, applied to
20% testing data, predicts the shear log with an accuracy of R2 equal to 0.81.
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Figure 5.20: A cross plot showing actual shear log on the horizontal axis and predicted shear
log on the vertical axis. The FNN model with only GR, RHOB, and RT as input feature
logs, applied to 20% testing data, predicts the shear log with an accuracy of R2 equal to
0.84.
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Figure 5.21: A cross plot showing actual shear log on the horizontal axis and predicted shear
log on the vertical axis. The FNN model with only GR, and RHOB as input feature logs,
applied to 20% testing data, predicts the shear log with an accuracy of R2 equal to 0.74.
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5.5 Performance Measures
Although R2 is used in the thesis as a measure of goodness of fit, 4 quantitative measures
of accuracy scoring for shear log prediction were tested, namely R2, RMSE, NRME, and
correlation coefficient. Table 5.6 shows the results for shear prediction using 20% testing
data and the 15/9-F-1 A, blind well test by using 4 quantitative scoring methods. The
equations for these scoring methods are provided in chapter 3 in the performance measures
section. As seen in Table 5.6, R2 and the correlation coefficient have similar values but R2
is more conservative, thus the R2 performance measure was used to describe the prediction
power for the ANN models. Further, using R2 allowed a better comparison with prior work as
R2 was used to score the shear log prediction performance by (Rezaee et al., 2007; Asoodeh
and Bagheripour, 2012; Maleki et al., 2014; He et al., 2018).
Table 5.6: Shear log prediction performance mesures
Data Model R2 RMSE NRMSE Correlatoin coeffecient
20% testing data FNN 0.9423 5.5268 0.0403 0.9424
15/9-F-1 A FNN 0.9204 6.9157 0.0497 0.9204
5.6 Measured Depth Log
In the ANN shear log prediction sensitivity to input well logs analysis earlier in this
chapter, the input feature logs for the FNN model were dropped one by one, including
the depth log. As seen in Table 5.5, dropping the depth log reduced the coefficient of
determination for the predicted shear log from 0.94 to 0.93. The depth log data added
additional prediction power to the FNN model.
Using the depth log improved the goodness of fit as discussed in section 5.5, and shown
in Table 5.5. The reason depth log is important to improve Vs prediction is because most
physical properties change with depth due to compaction. As seen in Figure 2.9 and Ta-
ble 2.3, there does appear to be some correlation in the logs with depth. Thus, adding the
depth log in this study of the Volve field improves the Vs prediction by training on variations
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in velocity and all other properties due to stress within each zone and from one zone to
another. Depth further allows us to evaluate the thickness variation in some zones from one
well to another. Thus, the range of data coverage for each zone is easily addressed by adding
the depth track.
5.7 ANNs Sensitivity to Saturation
The ANN models successfully predicted the brine saturated well 15/9-F-1 A with an R2
of 0.92, and the hydrocarbon saturated well 15/9-F-14 with an R2 of 0.81. The empirical
method successfully predicted well 15/9-F-1 A with an R2 of 0.88. However, the Vp pre-
diction results for well 15/9-F-14 from the empirical method had an R2 of only 0.55. The
ANN models performed better than the empirical methods because, while the GC empirical
relation relies only on the Vp and porosity log, the ANN models are built with a number of
other logs. Of the input logs used in the ANN model building, all except GR and Depth, are
affected by changes in saturation. Thus, by using DTC, NPHI, RHOB, and RT, the ANN
model can be trained to recognize differences in saturation and still predict Vs which is af-
fected by saturation only due to the density effect. On the other hand, the empirical method
requires accounting for saturation variations using fluid substitution prior to Vs prediction.
The ANN methods statistically learn the patterns and connections between the input
well logs to produce the predicted shear log for both wells 15/9-F-1 A, and 15/9-F-14. For
example, the FNN model has 3 hidden layers each with 100 artificial neurons that are learning
to weigh each input log with weights. These weighted input logs are summed and are passed
to a nonlinear activation function, which purpose is to find connections and patterns between
the input well logs and the output shear log. These calculations are made for all neurons in
all hidden layers. Then an output shear prediction is produced.
The predicted shear log is compared to the true shear log via a mean squared error cost
function. The neural network runs through passes or epochs to update the weights of the
input feature logs and runs through the entire network layer by layer. These epochs are
repeated until a small error is achieved between the measured and predicted shear logs. The
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predicted shear log accuracy is scored based on quantitative scoring measures: R2, RMSE,
NRME, and correlation coefficient.
Although fluid saturation does not affect the shear modulus , a difference in bulk density
due to a change in fluid density leads to slight, density-related variation in Vs. Thus, the
variation of shear velocity or the shear slowness log is due to the different densities for rocks
saturated with different fluids.
Since the ANN methods detect changes in the bulk density log for different saturating
fluids, ANN models perform better in predicting Vs or DTS without having to perform a
fluid substitution for Vp (or DTC). The ANNs make computations to update the weights
in the neural network for the bulk density log that allows the neural network to learn the




Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) or deep learning methods can be powerful tools to
synthesize DTS logs. Multiple efforts have been made to predict shear logs using machine
learning methods. These studies mostly used one well each for training data and blind
testing.
In this thesis, I used deep learning methods (ANNs) to synthesize shear logs using a big
data set of shear logs. I use all wells with shear log data in the Volve field. I explored
the robustness of DTS log prediction using a quantitative measure of accuracy scoring for
prediction, such as R2 using six wells that contained DTS data. I test the ability of ANN
models to generalize and predict shear logs on a full field scale.
I have presented deep learning models to predict shear logs for data from the Volve field
in the Norwegian North Sea. The ANN models produced reliable results on testing data and
a blind well test. The ML methods were scored based on quantitative metrics or measures
of accuracy. The FNN or DNN method captured the trends of the actual shear log and
predicted the shear log results with a R2 of 0.94 for the 20% random split testing data, and
0.92 for the blind well 15/9-F-1 A data.
The robustness of the FNN model was demonstrated by doing a round-robin test of select-
ing each well as a blind test. The round-robin test has yielded coefficients of determination
R2 of 0.92, 0.95, 0.88, 0.93, 0.84, and 0.81 for the six wells used in the study. The FNN
models can tend to fit the longest lithology or zone in the well correctly but underpredict or
overpredict in other lithologies or zones. The FNN model automates the process of predict-
ing the shear log data and requires no human intervention to specify the stratigraphic zones
to guide the DTS prediction algorithm.
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Next, the FNN model was improved by combining geologic information with the ML
model. A lithology zone-based FNN model was tested and yielded improved results. The
shear log prediction for well 15/9-F-11 T2 improved from 0.88 R2 to 0.95 R2, and improved
for well 15/9-F-14 from 0.81 R2 to 0.83 R2. Moreover, the zone-based FNN model showed
more consistency in fitting all the zones in a given well correctly.
ANN methods were sensitive to the type of input data to predict shear logs, the zone
based FNN model was superior to the FNN model. Well 15/9-F-14 had a lower R2 of 0.81,
which is lower than the shear log prediction accuracy of the other wells, because well 15/9-
F-14 was drilled into a thick section of the sandstone reservoir in zone 4, thus the other wells
used to predict the shear log for well 15/9-F-14, did not have sufficient well log coverage for
the entire zone 4 lithology.
I also proposed CNNs and RNNs to predict shear logs. CNNs and RNNs are types of
neural networks that are capable of handling sequential data, such as well log data. Both
the CNNs and RNNs captured the trends of the actual shear log and predicted the shear log
with an R2 of 0.92 on the blind well 15/9-F-1 A data. The robustness of the CNN and RNN
models were also demonstrated by predicting the well with the lowest R2 in the FNN model
(well 15/9-F-14), using the CNN and RNN models. These yielded an R2 of 0.77, and 0.80
respectively. When the models were compared in a well log view, the CNN model had some
overfit in the muddy sandstone zone, and the RNN model had overfitting on well 15/9-F-14
shear log prediction results.
Synthesized shear logs derived from an empirical method (Greenberg and Castagna) were
compared with results from the FNN, CNN, and RNN models. The accuracy of the empirical
method was an R2 of 0.88 on the blind well 15/9-F-1 A, and an R2 of 0.55 on well 15/9-F-14.
The empirical model yielded poor shear log prediction results on well 15/9-F-14, because it
violates the assumption that the well has to be brine saturated, whereas well 15/9-F-14 is
hydrocarbon saturated.
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The ANN models provided better prediction results compared to the empirical model,
moreover when the empirical shear log prediction model did not produce credible results,
the ANN shear log prediction models provided a reliable alternative for shear log predic-
tions. Thus, ANNs or deep learning models provided meaningful robust results for shear log
predictions on real field data.
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APPENDIX A
RESULTS FOR ALL WELLS
A.1 Feedforward Neural Network Round Robin Test
Figure A.1 shows the shear prediction results for well 15/9-F-11 T2. The cross plot shows
the overall FNN shear prediction results are accurate with a R2 performance measure equal
to 0.88. The figure shows there are some mismatches in the shear prediction for this well
but overall the prediction is still reliable. Thus, Figure A.2 shows the shear prediction cross
plot color coded by volume of clay. Figure A.3 and Figure A.4 show the different lithology
zones and the shear prediction cross plot color coded by zones.
Analyzing figure Figure A.4 show that the misfit is related to zones 1 and 3 which are
a muddy sandstone and claystone respectively. As seen in Figure A.2 show that the data
points that had misfit in zones 1 and 3 also had high clay content. Finally, although the
cross plots had underpredictions for clay content, Figure A.5 shows the shear log prediction
is following the actual shear log on the well log view and the FNN model is successful for
this well.
Figure A.6 shows the shear prediction results for well 15/9-F-1 B. The cross plot shows
the FNN model produced accurate results for shear prediction for this well with a R2 equal
to 0.93. To further access the divergence of some of the data points from the identity line
in Figure A.6, Figure A.7 shows the shear prediction cross plot color coded with volume of
clay. The cross plot shows the high clay content data points seen in green are predicted
correctly. Zones with 40% to 60% clay content are under predicted and over predicted, but
are very close to the identity line. Figure A.8 shows the different lithology zones present in
well 15/9-F-1 B. This well has zones 2, 3, and 4 present. Zone 2 in blue is a limestone and
marl, zone 3 in green in a claystone, and zone 4 is a sandstone.
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Figure A.1: A cross plot of predicted vs actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-11 T2. The identity
line is show as well in black. The FNN has 0.88 accuracy prediction using a R2 performance
measure. Although the FNN shear prediction has a high accuracy of near 90% R2, some
events in the shear log are over predicted and diverge from the identity line.
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Figure A.2: A cross plot of predicted vs actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-11 T2 color coded
by volume of clay. The zones that diverge from the identity line and are over predicted, have
20% to 60% clay content. The underpredicted shear log values have clay content ranging
from 40% to near 100% clay content.
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Figure A.3: 15/9-F-11 T2 showing all well logs from left to right: GR, RHOB, NPHI, RT,
DT, and DTS. There are 4 different zones seen based on lithology. Zone 1 in navy blue is
a muddy sandstone, zone 2 in blue is a limestone and marl, zone 3 in green is a claystone.
Zone 4 in yellow is a clean sandstone and sandstone interbedded with claystone. Zone 4 is
also the target reservoir.
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Figure A.4: A cross plot of the FNN shear prediction model for well 15/9-F-11 T2, color
coded by the different lithologies or zones. Zone 1 which is a muddy sandstone shows over
predictions and mismatches, as seen in Figure A.3, the mismatches were associated with
high clay content intervals. Also zone 3 which is a claystone is underpredicted. Zone 2 is the
limestone and marl seen in blue and it is fitted accurately. The sandstone reservoir in zone
4 also displays a good fit.
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Figure A.5: Shear prediction well log view for well 15/9-F-11 T2: The predicted shear log is
seen in blue compared to the actual shear log in red. The shear prediction FNN model follows
the trend of the actual shear log. In zone 1, above 2750 m of depth, the predicted shear
follows the trend but overestimates or underestimates the actual values. In zones 2 and 3
which are a limestone/marl, and claystone respectively, the predicted shear underestimates
the actual values, but the trend is captured. Overall the FNN model does a good shear
prediction for this well.
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Figure A.9 shows the shear prediction cross plot color coded by zones. The claystone
zone is mostly fitted correctly, the limestone and sandstone zones are underpredicted and
overpredicted respectively. These two zones have clay content present as seen in Figure A.7.
Thus zone 2 is an argillaceous limestone, and zone 4 is a muddy sandstone. Figure A.10
shows the shear prediction results as a well log view. As seen in the well log comparison,
the FNN shear prediction fits the trend of the actual shear logs.
Figure A.6: A cross plot of predicted vs actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-1 B. The identity
line is show as well in black. The FNN has a 0.93 prediction accuracy using a R2 performance
measure. Most of the data points for the shear prediction model fall on the identity line.
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Figure A.7: A cross plot of predicted vs actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-1 B color coded by
volume of clay. The cross plot shows that clay content affects the accuracy of shear prediction.
The green zone which has more than 70% clay content have a good fit. Other zones with
sand or carbonate lithologies that have 20% to 60% clay content, are underpredicted and
overpredicted.
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Figure A.8: The well logs seen are from left to right: gamma ray (GR), bulk density (RHOB),
neutron porosity (NPHI), true formation resistivity (RT), compressional sonic (DTC) and
shear logs (DTS). There are 3 zones present in this well. Zone 2 in blue is a limestone and
marl, zone 3 in green is a claystone, and zone 4 in yellow is a sandstone.
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Figure A.9: The cross plot shows the shear prediction results color coded by zone. Zone
3 is mostly accurately predicted, zone 2 is underpredicted and zone 4 is overpredicted. All
zones are positioned very close to the identity line and the accuracy of the shear prediction
is excellent with a 0.93 R2 value.
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Figure A.10: A well log view of the shear prediction results. In red are the actual shear
values, and in blue are predicted shear results from the FNN model. The shear prediction
results mimic the trends of the true shear values for the entire well log interval.
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Figure A.11 shows the FNN model shear log prediction results for well 15/9-F-4. The
accuracy of the shear prediction is good with a R2 equal to 0.84. However as seen in the
cross plot, most of the shear log data points are underpredicted. Figure A.12 shows all the
well intervals have clay content ranging from 20% to 90%. Figure A.13 shows the well has
3 zones present, zone 2 in blue is a limestone and marl, zone 3 in green is a claystone, and
zone 4 in yellow is a sandstone.
Figure A.14 shows the shear log prediction cross plot color coded by zones. All zones are
slightly underpredicted. Finally, Figure A.15 shows a well log view of predicted vs actual
shear logs for well 15/9-F-4. All the features and trends of the shear log are captured
accurately. The predicted shear log is underpredicted from start until the depth 3200 m.
This is due to the clay content ranging from 30% to near 90% throughout the well log.
Figure A.16 shows the FNN model shear prediction results for well 15/9-F-14. The
accuracy of the shear log prediction is good with a R2 equal to 0.81. Figure A.17 shows that
shear log intervals that have clay content ranging from 20% to 90% are underpredicted and
overpredicted. Figure A.18 shows the well has 3 zones present. zone 2 in blue is a limestone
and marl, zone 3 in green is a claystone, and zone 4 in yellow is a sandstone.
Figure A.19 shows the shear prediction cross plot color coded by zones. Zone 4 in yellow
is the only zone that is mostly fitted correctly. Finally, Figure A.20 shows a well log view of
the predicted vs actual shear log for well 15/9-F-14. Most of the features and trends of the
shear log are captured accurately.
A.2 Feedforward Neural Network by Zone
Figure A.21 shows the zone based FNN model shear prediction results for well 15/9-F-14.
The accuracy of the shear log prediction improved to a R2 equal to 0.83, from a R2 equal to
0.81 previously using the FNN model without geologic input. Figure A.22 shows this well
has low clay content, mostly ranging in 20% clay, and in some intervals 45% clay content.
There are few points for the claystone zone with high clay content in green.
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Figure A.11: A cross plot of predicted vs. actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-4. The cross plot
shows the FNN model is underpredicting the true shear log values.
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Figure A.12: A cross plot showing the FNN model shear log prediction color coded by volume
of clay. The majority of the well has some clay content ranging from 20% to 90% volume of
clay. This material with clay content is underpredicted.
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Figure A.13: A well log view showing the different zones present in well 15/9-F-4. The well
has zone 2 in blue which is a limestone and marl, zone 3 in green which is a claystone, and
zone 4 in yellow which is a sandstone.
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Figure A.14: A cross plot of the predicted vs. actual shear logs color coded by zones. Zone
2 in blue is mostly underpredicted. As seen in Figure A.13, the intervals belonging to zone
2, have some clay content. The FNN method seems to be mostly fitting zone 4 in yellow,
which is the sandstone.
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Figure A.15: A well log view showing the predicted shear log in blue vs. the actual shear log
in red. The predicted shear log captures the trend of the true shear log, but is underpredicting
the shear log in the first half of the well (from the beginning of the well to 3100 meters). As
seen in Figure A.13 and Figure A.14, zone 2, consisting of limestone and marl is the interval
being underpredicted.
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Figure A.16: A cross plot of predicted vs. actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-14. The cross
plot shows the FNN model is predicting the shar log with a R2 equal to 0.81.
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Figure A.17: A cross plot of predicted vs. actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-14, color coded
by volume of clay. This well has low clay content, mostly ranging in 20% clay, and in some
intervals 45% clay content. There are few points for the claystone zone with high clay content
in green.
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Figure A.18: A well log view showing the different zones present in well 15/9-F-14. The well
has zone 2 in blue which is a limestone and marl, a thin zone 3 in green which is a claystone,
and zone 4 in yellow which is a sandstone. Zone 4 constitutes the majority of the well log
coverage for this well.
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Figure A.19: A cross plot of the predicted vs. actual shear logs color coded by zones. Zone 2
in blue is partly underpredicted. The FNN methods seems to be fitting zone 4, the sandstone
in yellow. This is due to the sandstone interval having most of the well coverage as seen in
Figure A.13.
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Figure A.20: A well log view showing the predicted shear log in blue vs. the actual shear log
in red. The predicted shear logs captures most of the trend of the true shear log. Overall the
FNN method is predicting the shear log correctly, considering this well has a thicker zone 4
sandstone section.
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Figure A.23 shows the shear prediction cross plot color coded by zones. Zone 4 in yellow
is the only zone that is fitted correctly. The zone based FNN model improved the shear log
prediction, but zone 2 in blue is still overpredicted in some areas. Finally, Figure A.24 shows
a well log view of predicted vs actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-14. Most of the features and
trends of the shear log are captured accurately.
Figure A.21: A cross plot for the zone based FNN model. This FNN model has a good R2
equal to 0.83. The FNN model based on geologic zones improved shear prediction from a
0.81 prediction accuracy to a 0.83 prediction accuracy, using a R2 performance measure.
A.3 Empirical Method
Figure A.25 shows shear log prediction results for well 15/9-F-14 using the empirical
model. The Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method was used as the empirical method to
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Figure A.22: A cross plot of predicted vs. actual shear logs for well 15/9-F-14, color coded
by volume of clay. This well has low clay content, mostly ranging in 20% clay, and in some
intervals 45% clay content. There are few points for the claystone zone with high clay content
in green
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Figure A.23: The blind well data showing actual (in red) versus predicted shear logs (in
blue). The FNN predictions mimic the actual shear log very well demonstrating the value
of FNN for DTS predictions.
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Figure A.24: The blind well data showing actual (in red) versus predicted shear logs (in
blue). The FNN predictions mimic the actual shear log very well demonstrating the value
of FNN for DTS predictions.
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compare against the ML developed models. Figure A.25 shows a cross plot of the predicted
shear log using the Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method, versus the actual shear log.
The accuracy of the Greenberg and Castagna (1992) method was 0.55 using a R2 per-
formance measure. Figure A.26 shows a cross plot of the empirical method shear prediction
results color coded by volume of clay. Figure A.27 shows a cross plot of the shear log predic-
tion results color coded by zones. Figure A.28 shows a cross plot of the shear log prediction
results color coded by water saturation. This well has a thick zone 4 sandstone section
that is hydrocarbon saturated, thus this violates the Greenberg and Castagna (1992) brine
saturated zone assumption for the empirical model.
Figure A.29 shows a well log view of the predicted versus actual shear log. The empirical
model shear predictions follow some trends in the actual shear log, but overall the shear log
prediction is not successful on this well. For well 15/9-F-14, all of the deep learning methods,
FNN, CNN, and RNN produced far better shear log predictions than the empirical method.
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Figure A.25: A cross plot of the empirical predicted vs. actual shear sonic logs for the blind
well 15/9-F-14. The model produced a low accuracy of 0.55 R2.
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Figure A.26: A cross plot of predicted shear log vs. the actual shear sonic logs for the blind
well 15/9-F-14, color coded by volume of clay. Intervals with clay content are seen in dark
orange and in green and are being underpredicted and overpredicted. Shear values with low
clay content are not predicted properly as well.
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Figure A.27: Blind well 15/9-F-14. A cross plot of the predicted shear log vs. actual shear
sonic logs, color coded by geologic zones. Zone 2 in blue is a limestone and marl, zone 3 in
green in is a claystone, and zone 4 in yellow is a sandstone. All of the zones are not predicted
properly.
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Figure A.28: A cross plot of the predicted shear log vs. the actual shear sonic logs for
the blind well 15/9-F-14, color coded by water saturation. The reservoir is hydrocarbon
saturated in this well, thus the empirical shear log prediction model does a poor job on this
well.
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Figure A.29: A well log view of shear predicted results on blind well 15/9-F-14 vs. actual
shear logs. The empirical model follows some trends in the actual shear log, but overall the




Figure B.1 and Figure B.2 show permission statements to use Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3.
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Figure B.1: Permission email confirmation to use Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3
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Figure B.2: Permission statement to use Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3
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